Engineering Consulting with Open Source Tools
Opennovation, short for open innovation, specializes in solving engineering problems by means of
open source analysis tools. Open source licensing allows Opennovation to deliver innovative solutions
to meet client needs. The client may also use the resulting simulation software indefinitely on unlimited
computers, making it more valuable than a one-time modeling contract.
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Though many companies simulate fluid flow or mechanical deformation, Opennovation's strength is
in developing new simulation methods for complex multi-physics problems, and implementing
algorithms published in science and engineering modeling literature, as are discussed below.

Opennovation Novel Simulation Implementations
Electrochemistry Modeling

Polymer Membranes

Modeling electrochemical processes presents several particularly difficult challenges, such as nonlinear boundary conditions and linking phenomena at very different length scales. Opennovation's electrochemistry modeling capabilities
range from macroscopic boundary element calculations of current density distribution, down to
detailed modeling of micron-scale dendrites.

Most polymer membranes for water filtration are
made by a phase inversion process, such as
immersion precipitation, solvent evaporation, or
thermal-induced phase separation. These processes can form a wide variety of membrane
structures; membrane structure in turn determines properties such as permeability, selectivity
and strength.

Macroscopic
modeling
predicts the distribution
of current density at the
electrodes. This enables
an engineer to control the
uniformity of metal plating and to determine
whether some regions will
plate with a rough instead
of smooth surface. Such modeling is also crucial
for the design of cathodic protection systems for
corrosion prevention. Working with graduate student Rachel DeLucas, Powell adapted the Julian
boundary element code to model solid oxide
membrane (SOM) electrowinning of magnesium.
The result shown above indicates uniform current
density at the anodes (blue) and localized current
density on the cathodes (red-green).

Unfortunately, the mechanisms of structure formation have been largely unknown, making membrane engineering a process of trial and error.
Powell and graduate student Bo Zhou developed
a new Phase Field model
which can predict many
aspects of membrane
structure, such as pore
structure and presence
and thickness of a dense
skin layer.

Microscopic electrochemistry models are helpful
for understanding the formation of rough surfaces
during plating. Working with graduate students
Wanida Pongsaksawad and David Dussault, Powell adapted a solidification methodology called
Phase Field to calculate the shape of dendrites
formed by electrowinning of metals. This methodology is also useful for designing AC waveforms
for various objectives, such as fast plating without
roughness, surfaces with controlled dendrite morphology, or metal powder production.
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Evaporation Processes
The performance of physical vapor deposition
processes and hearth melting of metals depend on
vapor transport and
often
multicomponent evaporation.
Opennovation's
Direct
Simulation
Monte Carlo code
can predict the extent of vapor plume
focusing in evaporation processes. And a model of
electron beam evaporation can predict the dynamics of alloy composition due to differences
in constituent element
vapor pressures. These
can be used together to
model deposition of thin
films of alloys and multicomponent ceramics.
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